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Customer Responsibility
The following items are considered to be the responsibility of
the Customer and are therefore are non-reimbursable under
the terms of the warranty.
Routine maintenance and inspection .
•

Normal replacement of service items.
Replacements requ ired because of abuse, misuse
or improper operational habits of the operator.

•

Wearing parts such as nozzle, webbing line and
carabiner.
Normal deterioration due to use and exposure.

The sole remedy for breach of this warranty, or for any claim
in negligence or strict liability in tort, is the repair or
replacement of any defective parts by TRUBLUE. Upon
notice in writing, TRUBLUE will promptly repair or replace all
defective items. TRUBLUE reserves the right to have any
defective equipment returned to its plant, transportation prepaid, for inspection before making a repair or replacement.
This Warranty is null an d void if parts other than genuine
parts are used, or if any modifications or services have been
perform ed on the device by anyone other than an authorized
TRUBLUE servicing agent. This warranty does not cover any
damages resulting from abuse to the device, damage in
transit, or any other damage beyond the control of
TRUBLUE. TRUBLUE makes no warranties in respect to
trad e accessories or component parts which are not made by
TRUBLUE. TRUBLUE expressly excludes from this Warranty
the replacement of "Specific Field Replaceable Wear Parts",
which include th e nozzle, the webbing (line) kit, carabiner
and/or any anchors supplied with the product.
No person, agent or Distributor is authorized to give any
warranty, oth er than the one herein expressed, on behalf of
TRUBLUE, or to assume for it any liability pertaining to such
products. TRUBLUE expressly disclaims any implied
guarantee of merchantability, or claim as to whether the
device is suited for a particular purpose. Purchaser agrees
that TRUBLUE shall not be held liable to Purchaser/Operator
for damages of any kind, including but not limited to, Jost or
projected profits, equipment down time, or any losses
considered to be caused by non-operation or servicing/recertifi cation down time of the equipment.

This warranty is subject to the following of the requirements
of the Operator Manual supplied, Manufacturer's instructions,
and the advice given by TRUBLUE service technicians.
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